
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yasumoto Shuzo Co., Ltd.安本酒造有限会社 was established in the 6th 

Kaei era (1853) and is located in Yasuhara-machi, Fukui City, Fukui 
Prefecture. The sake brewery is located in a beautiful rural area. It was 

founded in Sengoku Period and under Asakura Yoshikage (朝倉義景). The 

brewery is next to a spectacular waterfall which is the sword practice area 

of the famous Japanese swordsman, Sasaki Kojiro (佐佐木小次郎). 

 
The sake was brewed with about 200 meters of groundwater of Mountain 

Hakusan (medium-hard water). Hakugakusen is a small batch production sake brewery that produces around 500 Koku 

(石) of sake every time. Hakugakusen's value is to try their best to produce impressive sake but not pursue the quantity 

and choose reliable sake distributors. Their value was admired by the Japanese sake lover. The owner of Yasumoto 

Shuzo Co., Ltd., 安本岳史, is a passionate sake brewer. The sake brand Hakugakusen 白岳仙 was named by his 

name, (岳).  

All the sake of Hakugakusen was brewed with the sake rice of Fukui Prefecture, also, with no added brewing alcohol. 
Medium-hard groundwater from Mountain Hakusan provides a refreshing and clean texture for the sake. The sake also 
gives you a refreshing and crispy acidity. The brewery pursues the pairing of sake and food.  

 

Item 

Photo 
Item & tasting note 

Per 

bottle 

Price HK$ 

Qty. (Bottle) Total $ 

 

Hakugakusen KUROGANE  
Junmai Daiginjo  
 

KUROGANE is a name for traditional 
Japanese color to describe iron in black. This 
sake well presents all the elements of 
Junmai Daiginjo to have an elegant aroma 
and flavor. The brewery used the Fukurotsuri 
technic to separate the sake and dregs 
under a non-pressure environment. You will 
enjoy the soft umami and perfect aftertaste. 

1800ml 
$420 

  

720ml 
$206 
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Hakugakusen ROKOU  
Junmai Daiginjo 
 
Rokou is a name of Japanese traditional 
color. It was brewed with Fukui Prefecture's 
specially cultivated "Gin no Sato" rice at 

different polishing rates （40％/40％、50％

/50％） to achieve a good balance of 

aroma, flavor, and sharpness. It has a unique 
banana and mineral sense. The serving 

temperature is 5℃～ 12℃. 

1800ml 
$640 

  

720ml 
$396 

  

 

 

Hakugakusen NUREGARASU  
Junmai Daiginjo 
 
NUREGARASU is a name for traditional 
Japanese color which describes the beauty 
of black hair. This sake was brewed with 
100% of Fukui Prefecture's specially 
cultivated "Gin no Sato" rice. The sake rice 
brings dryness and refreshing texture to the 
palate. It gives you apple and banana flavor. 
The serving temperature is 5℃～ 12℃. 

720ml 
$480 

  

 

Hakugakusen NATUMUSHI  
Junmai Ginjo 
(Summer Exclusive)  
 
Natumushi is a name of traditional Japanese 
color which means the refreshing feeling that 
insects give people in the early summer. This 
sake was brewed with sake rice called 
"Gohyakumangoku" which brings a 
refreshing and mild texture to the sake. 
Enjoy your summer breeze sake! 
 
Limited Qty, while stock lasts 

720ml 
$220 

  

  Total:   



 

 

 

Kankiku Meijo brewery is located in Chiba Prefecture near Kujukuri Hama （literally meaning 250-mile beach）, in a 

warm coastal suburb of Tokyo on the Pacific Ocean. In 1883, Gensaku Sase, the founder of Kankiku, first utilized the 
pure local spring water, firm malted rice and sweet natural flavours to brew a series of dry and smooth tasting Sake. 
Our values are “Brewing to satisfy the soul” to keep our eternal improvement and innovation. We will keep starting on 
new adventure challenges, to let you feel the charm of sake. Kankiku has entered the list of Spring alcohol drinks and 
was awarded the Merit Award by the Japanese Minister of Finance for 12 years. In 2009, Mouse Selection awarded the 
gold award for continuous 6 years to Kankiku Honored Dream Within a Dream within a Dream Everyday Edition 
Daiginjo. 
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Kankiku Honor YUME NO MATA YUMEIS 
(DREAM IN THE DREAM) Daiginjo 
 
The flagship choice of 
Kankiku Meijo. "Dreams in the Dream" 
means that it disappears quickly in 
Japanese, like a dream on a spring night, to 
highlight the rarity of this wine. This 
sake is made from Yamada Nishiki rice, the 
"king of sake rice". Its rice 
core is relatively large and heavy, and the 
amino acid and protein 
content in the rice grains are lower than 
ordinary rice, which is very 
suitable for wine making. 

1800ml 
$1200 

  

720ml 
$600 

  

 

Kankiku Meijo DREAMS IN THE DREAM 
Daiginjo 
 
It is brewing is a local sake brand located in 
Chiba prefecture with a history of more than 
130 years of brewing. 
In 2022 , Kakiku Meijo stands out in a 
Japanese sake ranking to the top 5th 
place among the thousands of sakes at 
Saketime in Japan. 
 
Kankiku Dreams in the Dream is brewed with 
the highest quality Yamada Nishiki in Hyogo 
Prefecture, and it won the Gold 
Award in Japan's National New Sake 
Evaluation. 

1800ml 
$550 

  

720ml 
$275 
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Kankiku Meijo Aiyama  
Junmai Daiginjo  

 
It is brewed with Aiyama rice. Aiyama rice 
from Hyogo Prefecture is characterized by its 
sweetness and high acidity. During the 
brewing process, Kankiku Meijo helps to 
fermented at ultra-low temperature. This 
technology highlights the quality of Aiyama 
rice. The characteristic brings sweetness to 
this wine, but also adds light acidity, which 
makes the taste more layered. In addition, it 
exudes a burst of fruity fragrance and 
elegant packaging, very suitable for 
customer who enjoy silky and complexity of 
sweet finished aftertaste.  
 
 
 

1800ml
$920 

  

720ml 
$460 

  

 

Kankiku GENSAKU  
Junmai Daiginjo  

 
It is named after the contribution made by 
Saase Gensaku, the first founder of Kankiku 
Meijo Brewery. This Junmai Daiginjo has a 
unique rich and smooth taste and balanced 
fruity aroma. Because it uses the famous 
Japanese sake rice - "Yamada Nishiki" 
Brewed and polished to 50%. “Yamada 
Nishiki” is very suitable for sake brewing 
because of its large body, rich starch and 
milky white core and low protein content. 
 
 

1800ml 
$780 

  

720ml 
$390 

  

 

Kankiku Meijo  
Junmai Daiginjo  

 

This series of Daiginjo (rice polishing ratio 
above 50%) is considered to be the finest. 
Appreciating that it will be ordered as a gift 
or as a reward for yourself, we pour our 
heart and soul into every step, from careful 
raw material processing to meticulous 
storage management. Adore the rich 
aroma and clear taste by using local Chiba 
made Rice.  

1800ml 
$480 

  

720ml 
$240 

  

  Total   
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KUJUKURI Meijo OCEAN RICE ALE  
 
It uses Koshihikari rice grown in Chiba 
Prefecture, giving it a light body and 
refreshing taste. Saison is characterized by 
its fruity aroma produced by its own yeast. 
You can feel the complex scent of spices 
and citrus scents such as orange and 
lemon. With a low alcohol content of 4% 
and a refreshing taste made from rice, this 
beer is perfect for refreshing. Enjoy a 
refreshing and refreshing drink chilled. 
 
IBU：20  

Gvol：2.5  

SRM：4‐6 

Alc. 4% 

330ml 
$60 

  

 

Kankiku Meijo Ocean Pale Ale 
 
The carbon dioxide pressure is set to be 
low so that you can enjoy the exquisite 
balance. It is often thought of as a plain 
style, but it is made like ale in a British Pub 
so that you will never get tired of drinking 
it 
 
IBU: 30  

Gvol: 2.3  

SRM: 8-10 

Alc. 5%  

 
 

 

330ml 
$60 

  

  Total   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tenpoichi Brewery:  

Located in Hiroshima 廣島縣 

Established in 1910, over 112 years’ experience of brewing's traditional sake  
Brewery Mission: 
A handcrafted sake brewery, small boutique and aim for brewing sake style perfectly pair with food.  
 

Item 

Photo Item & tasting note 
Per bottle 

Price HK$ Qty. (Bottle) Total $ 

 Tenpoichi “Super Dry” 
SENBONIJINSHU Junmai   

 
This sake is brewed using Senbonjinshu 
rice, and it has a refreshing fragrance, the 
unique taste of can be found in Hiroshima, 
with a strong spiciness, giving it a strong 
presence. As you pass through the throat, 
it becomes super pungent. It has a 
delicious and rich taste and is 
characterized by a refreshing feeling. It is 
an evocative and easy-to-drink dry sake. 

 

1800ml 
$340 

  

720ml 
$200 

  

 

Tenpoichi MIBATANJIN Junmai 
Daiginjo  

 
The freshly squeezed Junmai Daiginjo is 
immediately bottled and carefully fired in 
order to make the most of the 
characteristics of Hiroshima Prefecture's 
sake, Mibatanjin. It has the perfect balance 
between its refreshing taste and the rich 
taste of the 

720ml 
$320 

  

  Total   

 
 
 



Special Offer: 

 

 

1: Purchase any 6 bottles of above Sake (Exclude Beer) will be offer 2 bottles of KUJUKURI Meijo OCEAN RICE 

ALE.  
 

2: Purchase any 12 bottles of above Sake will be offer 1 bottle of Hakugakusen SHIRONERI Junmai Daiginjo 

300ml (Valued at $128/bot) and 2 bottles KUJUKURI Meijo OCEAN RICE ALE.  
 

 

How to order 
Please submit your order to the Accounts Department. 

 By phone – 2592-1515 

 By fax – 2689-7567 

 E-mail– membersorder@fcchk.org 

 

Payment method & delivery 

 
 Special offer valid until 31 December 2022. 

 

 The total bill will be charged to the member’s account. Do not need to pay cash to delivery man.  

 

 Minimum order amount is 6 bottles (Free delivery to Hong Kong, Kowloon and New Territories only). Delivery will be 

made within 7 working days from receipt of order. (Excluding outlying islands). 

 

 Order below minimum amount would be required to pick up at FCCHK Main Lounge and subject to supplier 

delivery schedule.  

 

 Please contact Accounts Department if you do not receive confirmation within 2 days. 

 

 For delivery enquiries, please contact billy.ng@alcohood.com for assistance. 

 

 The total amount for this Wine Home Delivery will NOT be taken into consideration as F&B Minimum Spending 

charged quarterly. 

 
 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

Name: Mobile Phone No.: 

FCC membership No.: Fax No. : 

Signature : E-mail : 

DELIVERY DETAILS 

Delivery Date: Delivery Time: 

Delivery Address: 

 

mailto:membersorder@fcchk.org

